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“I still have difficulty understanding and having a 
relationship with people whose primary motivation in 
life is governed by complex emotions, as my actions are 
guided by intellect” 

Big Bang Theory 

Challenges 

Activity 

List three things that define the social rules 
around eye contact. 

Marc Segar’s Rules for Eye Contact 
�  Eye contact is hard to get right because it is hard to tell whether you are giving someone too much eye 

contact or too little when they are talking to you.  

�  While people are not talking and when you are not talking to them, it is often best not to look at them. This 
is because people can usually see that you are looking at them out of  the corner of  their eyes and this may 
make them feel uncomfortable, in which case they might talk about you behind your back. To control your 
gaze might be difficult for you but it is by no means impossible.  

�  If  you point at someone when you are talking about them to someone else, this may seem rude if  they 
notice. If  you are arguing with someone and point at them while giving eye contact, this may come across as 
quite aggressive. Try not to point at people - it will help you stay out of  trouble.  

�  When you are talking to someone or they are talking to you, you are expected to look at them bearing in 
mind the following guidelines:  

�  To look at someone for less than one third of  the time may be communicating that either you are shy (if  you 
keep looking down) or you are dishonest (if  you keep looking to the side).  

�  To look at someone for more than two thirds of  the time may be communicating that either you like them (if  
you are looking at the face as a whole) or you are aggressive (if  you are looking straight into their eyes)  

�  To look at someone for the whole time giving steady and unbroken eye contact can mean one of  two things. 
Either you are challenging them (the aggressive gaze) or you fancy them (the intimate gaze). However in other 
cultures (e.g. Mediterranean Europe) it can also symbolise companionship. For someone with autism it can be 
very difficult because first we have to be sure that it IS appropriate. Also fixed eye contact can forcefully 
distract us when we try to talk.  
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What Does it Take to be 
Social? 

�  Joint attention, which includes reading intentions of  others and paying attention to others and the 
environment (Jones and Carr, 2004) 

�  Emotional sharing and reciprocity (Prizant, Wetherby, Rubin, Laurent, & Rydell, 2006) 

�  Central coherence - getting the gist of  a message, determining relevance (Plaisted, 2001; Happe & 
Frith, 2006; van Lang, Bouma, Sytema, Kraijer, & Minderaa, 2006) 

�  Theory of  mind, which involves interpreting that you know something different from me (Baron-
Cohen, Leslie, & Frith, 1985; Flavell, 2004; Hale & Tager-Flusberg, 2005; Frith & Frith, 2010) 

�  Executive functioning, the ability to process and respond to many stimuli simultaneously (Hill, 2004; 
Happe, Booth, Charlton & Hughes, 2006) 

�  Sensory integration, the ability to integrate the signals coming into our sensory systems, which keeps 
us aware and active at a level where we can comfortably participate as needed in the environment 

�  Cognition 

�  Language 

Michelle Garcia-Winner 

Mirror Neurons 

Dr. Peter Enticott at Monash University and his colleagues 
used trans-cranial magnetic stimulation to stimulate the brains 
of  individuals with ASD and healthy individuals while they 
observed different hand gestures. 

�  Mirror neuron systems in individuals with ASD are 
activated less when watching the gestures, compared to 
the control group.  

�  Among people with ASD, less mirror neuron activity was 
associated with greater social impairments.  

 

Mirror Neurons 

Joint Attention Joint Attention à Theory of  Mind 

�  Typical children learn to follow a gaze before the age of  1 year. 

�  Awareness that Lookingà Seeing, Seeingà Knowing 

�  Perceptual theory of  mind is understanding that  

�  “Co-orienting” and ‘geometric gaze following’ are important 
precursors to true ‘perceptual ToM’, and should eventually 
evolve in the agent-based model under construction.  

 Van Der Vart 
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The Classic ToM Test Levels of  Intentionality 

Classes of  ToM 

�  Perceptual Theory of  Mind: Others experience mental 
states as a result of  their perceptions 

�  Informational Theory of  Mind: Others have knowledge 
and beliefs as a result of  the information they have. 

�  Motivational Theory of  Mind: Understanding that others 
intentions and desires that explain and predict behavior. 

Activity: Discuss 

�  What are your thoughts about teaching social skills to 
children with ASD? 

�  Should direction instruction be used for social skills 
training? 

�  Where should this training take place? 

�  Should social skills groups be taught with typical peers? 

Why Explicitly Teach 
Social Skills? 

Why Must We Explicitly 
Teach Social Skills? 

�  Incidental learners “pick up” social skills 
naturally. If they could have learned 
incidentally, we would not have the need. 
Lavoie. (1994) 

�  Rule-based, concrete learners need explicit 
instruction to make sense of the “greys” of 
social complexities. 

�  The vastness of social curriculum requires 
intentional instruction with carefully 
selected priorities.     
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Reasons People with ASD are 
Unemployed 

�  Lack of social pragmatics- Standing out and looking 
“odd” 

�  Lack of social skills development- awkward, “rude,” 
“insensitive,”  

�  Behavioral issues- Difficulty managing stress, 
repairing communication errors, obsessions, etc.,  

�  Employers often value social skills as much as work 
skills themselves. 

        Herm Fishbein 

What do we Know? 
�  Generalization is often poor in social skills training 

�  Students who participate in groups show improvement in 
targeted, specific social skills. 

�  Homogenous grouping provides an environment that is safer 
and encourages greater risk-taking and subsequent growth.  

�  Groups created around common interests with students with 
similar profiles often lead to genuine friendship development.  

�  Most effective training programs use some combination of  
modeling, coaching, and reinforcement procedures. 

�  Less evidence is available for the effectiveness of  cognitive-
behavioral procedures (e.g., self-instruction). 

and… 

� Positive correlation between frequency/
length of  intervention and long-term growth. 

�  Intervention is more successful when specific 
skills are targeted based on individually 
defined skills deficits. 

� Rule-based, concrete learners need 
measurable, observable target behaviors. 

 

Importance of  Developing 
Play Skills 

�  Children who are socially withdrawn in preschool have been found to experience 
loneliness, depression, rejection, social anxiety and social isolation in later life 
(Bergen, 2002) 

�  Foundations of  Language: “Children don’t use language fully until they can play in 
symbolic ways” (Westby, 1980) 

�  Theorized that play may “promote development of  dense synaptic 
connections” (Bergen & Coscia, 2001) 

�  Vehicle to teach/learn theory of  mind (Bergen, 2002) 

�  Develops problem solving skills (Bergen, 2002) 

�  Facilitates self-regulation (Krafft & Berk, 1998) 

�  Development of  the understanding of  rule structure (Curran, 1999) 

Where things go wrong 
�  Curriculum is not systematically designed 

�  Curriculum is not based on individualized assessment 

�  Curriculum does not address specific socially relevant 
environments 

�  Goals of the curriculum are not concretely defined 

�  Lack of training for interventionists 

�  Strategies are mismatched with student’s social 
environments 

�  Instructional methods are limited to one or two 
strategies (e.g. worksheets and class discussion) and 
therefore do not promote deep conceptualization, 
practice and generalization. 

Consider: 
�  Modeled responses for conflict resolution often do not take 

into account the individual’s need to express the underlying 
emotion. e.g. “Please don’t hit me. I don’t like that.” 

�  Social skills curriculum often does not use language that is 
appropriate to the unique culture of  adolescents, instead 
focusing on either child or adult communication styles.  

�  Adult-like scripted language, such as “I Statements” usually 
appear stilted and are not within the cultural norm of  peers.  

�  Social skills goals are often selected based on adult priorities 
with little consideration for the priorities of  the student. e.g. 
using “appropriate language” vs. sounding “cool” 
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Activity 

�  Consider your original perspectives in the last activity.  

�  Fill out the Changing Perspectives chart based on any 
shifts you have had with new information 

Components of  a Good 
Program 

What Components Might a Comprehensive 
Curriculum Include? 

�  Curriculum guide is used to organize instruction with supplemental materials as needed 

�  Individualized assessment 

�  Social Stories to explain target behavior: concrete definition with examples, why it is important to others, how it serves 
the student. 

�  Comic strip conversations with group discussion 

�  For items that require modulation (intensity), differentiation for audience, or choice making/problem solving, use 
graphic organizers designed to facilitate thinking. 

�  Video modeling 

�  Role play 

�  Self  video modeling 

�  Weekly goal and self  monitoring with review 

�  In-context application followed by feedback 

�  On-going review 

Supporting Play and Social Skills 
with Structure 

“Highly structured programs that teach toward independence 
and problem solving such as structured (Teaching) TEACCH 
(www.teacch.com) are tremendously helpful for (challenged 
communicators with ASD). These individuals benefit greatly 
from structured teaching classrooms, even if  this means the 
child may be pulled out of  the mainstream classroom to learn 
how to use his or her own abilities to forge a sense of  
independence and success.” 

Garcia-Winner 2011 

Autism-Friendly 
Environments 
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Facilitating Choices 

Choose

Inviting Peers 

                                            Let’s Play

Taking Turns Pre-teaching Play Skills 

Structuring Play Materials Visual Instructions 
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Support for Music and 
Rhythm Navigating Open Space 

Newport EEE Program 

Managing Open-Ended 
Activities 

Judith Masson 

Chris Knippenberg 

Teaching Play Sequences 

Newport Early Essential Education 

Simple Ring Book for Play 
Sequence 

Knippenberg 

Social Skills 
Curriculum 
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Relationship Development Intervention 
(RDI) 

RDI Levels and Stages 
Young Children 

�  Level I: Novice 

�  Attend, Reference, Regulate, Coordinate 

�  Level II: Apprentice 

�  Variation, Transformation, Synchronization, Duets 

�  Level III: Challenger 

�  Collaboration, Co-Creation, Improvisation, Running Mates 

 

RDI Levels and Stages 
Older Children and Adolescents 

�  Level IV: Voyager 

�  Perspective, Imagination, Group Creation, Emotion 
Regulation 

�  Level V: Explorer 

�  Ideas, What’s Inside, Conversations, Allies 

�  Level VI: Partner 

�  Shared Selves, Family Roots, Group Connections, Intimate 
Relations 

 

Components of  Lessons 

�  Goals 

�  Critical tips for implementation 

�  Step-by-step directions 

�  Variations 

�  Obstacles and Opportunities 

Sample Activity Skills Tracking Forms 
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Social Thinking 
Michelle Garcia-Winner 

Social Thinking Curriculum 
Michelle Garcia-Winner 

�  For students with typical to high intelligence 

�  Involves clearly defined social information to help 
students become better social learners 

�  Explicit terminology to make social concepts less abstract. 
(eye contact vs. “Thinking with your Eyes” 

�  Involves “exploring the social world as a sum of  its parts” 

�  Learn skills through explicit teaching and practice in 
context 

Garcia-Winner’s Social 
Thinking 

�  I have thoughts about you, you have thoughts about me.  The idea that people are always thinking 
about one another whether consciously or subconsciously.  We want others to have good thoughts 
about us as that affects how they regard us and treat us.  

�  Expected vs. Unexpected Behaviors.  Expected behaviors are what they sound like.  Actions that 
are expected in a given situation such as staying seated in your desk at school, eating your food with 
your fork, burping quietly...  Unexpected behaviors are the opposite such as sitting under your desk, 
eating with your fingers or playing with your food, burping noisily with no consideration for those 
around you.  (These are obvious examples, the behaviors can also be more subtle). 

�  "Weird" thoughts: when we commit unexpected behaviors, people form "weird" thoughts about us; 
not necessarily bad thoughts, nor thinking WE are weird, but uncomfortable feelings or ideas that may 
cause others to avoid us. 

�  Good thoughts are formed when we behave appropriately.  People generally want to hang out with 
those they feel comfortable around 

�  My actions can affect the feelings of  others:  My behaviors (expected or unexpected) can have an 
influence on how others feel. 

�  Think with our eyes:  Learning to determine what others are looking out, inferencing what their eye 
gaze may tell us about their thoughts, and to make "smart guesses" or predictions about their plans or 
intentions. 

Superflex Curriculum 
Michelle Garcia-Winner 

What is Superflex? 
�  Superflex is a super-hero based curriculum 

�  Approximately grades 2-5  

�  Teaches students how to regulate their behaviors.  

�  Taking on various challenges, as represented by Unthinkable 
cartoon characters, such as Glassman, Brain Eater and others.  

�  13 Lessons 

�  CD with handouts and “homework” for each lesson 

www.socialthinking.com 

Pages from Superflex 
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Social Thinking and the Social Skills 
Mapping Technique  

Uses flow chart/
graphic organizer to 
promote 
understanding of the 
relationship between 
behaviors, 
interactions, 
perspective taking 
and emotions. 

Garcia-Winner 

Social Skills Strategies 
and Tools 

Understanding Social 
Concepts and Events 

Social Stories 
�  Carol Gray- Used to explain social 

situations, what behaviors are expected, 
and how their behaviors affect others 

�  Works to teach the hidden curriculum 
�  Should be positive 
�  Make sure to explain vs. tell 
�  Should be reviewed daily and before 

each social event 

Components of  a Social Story 

�  1. Descriptive – tells where situations occur, who is involved, what they are doing, 
and why. 
Example: "At recess, there are many children playing with the ball." 

�  2. Perspective – describes the reactions and feelings of  the student and of  other 
people. 
Example: "When I take the ball without asking, it makes the other children angry." 

�  3. Directive – tells student what to do. 
Example: "When I want to play with the ball, I will ask the other children first." 

�  4. Control – after the social story is read, the student writes sentences to help her 
remember the information from the social story (often considered optional). 
Example: The student may write, "It can make other children angry if  I take the ball without 
asking."  

http://www.cdd.unm.edu/autism/
AUTISM_COURSE/modules/social/sstory/
lecture01.html 

Example: Social Story 
“Learning to play fair”	

 Descriptive 

�  It is good to play fair and stay calm when you lose. 

�  Sometimes my friend may win the game we are playing. 

Perspective 
�  My friends don’t like it if  I get mad when they win. 

Directive & Perspective mix: 
�  If  my friend wins a game, I may ask them to play again. (D) 

�  Asking to play again is a friendly thing to do. (P) 

�  It is good to play fair when playing games. (D) 

�  That way friends may want to play again. (P)	
      Choomchuay	
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Comic-Strip 
Conversations 

�  Technique developed by Carol Gray using acomic strip style drawing to 
illustrate perspectives, what people say vs. what they think, etc. 

�  Uses symbols and colors to clarify meanings 

�  Makes information about other peoples’ thoughts salient and static  

�  Makes “secret code” (Gray 1998) tangible and concrete 

�  Visual presentation is compatible with learning style of ASD 

�  Helps children retell, process, analyze, predice  

Comic Strip Conversations 
(Carol Gray)	

�  Visually illustrates aspects of  conflict 

�  Actions+ Feelings + thoughts +Intentions 

�  Word Bubbles: what was actually said 

�  Thought Bubbles: child perception of  what others were 
thinking 

�  Colors used to represent feelings 

�  Helps to identify misunderstanding or misinterpretations	

Graphic Conversations 

Prelock 2011 

Other “Social Stories” 

(made with ComicLife) 

Video Modeling 
�  More effective than live modeling 

 

�  Leads to generalization of skills 

 

�  Shows dramatic impact and quick progress 

�  Uses the highly visual learning style without requiring the difficult social 
interaction 

�  Is focused on the skill being taught and does not have much other stimuli 

�  May have exaggerated facial expressions or slowed responses to help with 
initial comprehension 
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You Are a Social Detective 

Social Skill Builder and 
Michelle Garcia-Winner 

Video Self Modeling 
�  A short (no more than a minute or two) video showing 

the student completing something successfully. 

�  Prompts, mistakes, assistance are edited out so that 
the student sees themselves doing the task 
independently.   

�  Skill being addressed must be within the ability level 
of the child. 

�  Can be role playing or in a natural setting 

Why it works in autism? 

� preference for visual stimuli (Kinney et al., 2003) 

� offers a way to learn through social models without initial face-
to face interactions 

� benefit from visually cued instruction  

� show strengths in processing visual rather than verbal 
information 

From “Video Modeling: Why does it work for 
children with autism?” by Corbett & Abdullah, 2005  

69 

Evaluating Errors 

Social Autopsy 
 
�  Processing that takes place following a 

social mistake 
�  Helps the student understand what went 

wrong 
�  Helps the student identify how the behavior 

may have impacted another person or 
persons 

�  Plan is created to avoid the same mistake in 
the future 

�  Not as a punishment or “consequence” 

SOCCSS 
Situations, Options, Consequences, Choices,  

Strategies, and Simulation 

�  Situation – Description of  the situation: Who, When, Where, What and Why. 

�  Options – The child other ways he or she could have addressed the situation. All 
options suggested are written down without evaluation. 

�  Consequences - For each option listed, a specific consequence is identified. 

�  Choice - The child selects which option is the best option. This may be done by 
(a) ranking each of  the options, (b) using happy or sad faces to identify good 
from bad choices, or (c) process of  elimination. 

�  Strategy - The student generates a plan he or she can use if  the situation occurs 
again. The strategy should take the form of  step-by-step directions. 

�  Simulation – Simulation may involve anything from writing the steps to role play. 
Consider having the student create instructional videos as these occur.  

Roosa (1995) 
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Understanding Grey 
Areas 

Scales 

!

Making Decisions 

Decision Trees 

I want to play 
with my 
friend 

1. 
Ask my 
friend to 

play 

Friend says yes Play! 

Friend says no 

Ask someone 
else Go to 1. 

Cry and yell No play 

Cry and yell No play 
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Contingency Maps 

I want to play 
with my friends 

Safe Body I can play with 
my friends 

Hurt people I can’t play with 
my friends 

Graphic Organizers from 

do2Learn 

www.do2Learn.com 
 
 

Activity 

�  Brainstorm ways to use video modelling to teach social 
concepts 

Technology Aids 

Social Express App 
� Simulation game to teach 

children how to read social 
cues. 

� Motivating 

� 30 Lessons 

� Companion Printables 

� $89.00 

Pictello 
� App for building social stories 

(broad sense)  

� Add pictures and sound 

� Speech to text 

� $18.99 
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ComicLife 
� Easy to make comics 

� Integrate pictures from 
library or take pictures 

� Great to teach emotions- take 
photos of  the student role-
playing emotions. 

� $4.99 

Video Scheduler 
by Look2Learn 

� Create sequenced video 
modeling steps (pictures can 
also be used) 

� Lock to prevent student from 
exiting to another schedule or 
to force correct sequence 
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